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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY 

MINUTES 
Wednesday, October 26, 2011 

Kerr Hall Room 307, 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
 
Present: Mark Anderson, William Dunbar, Joel Ferguson, Melissa Gwyn , Pam Hunt-Carter (Registrar, ex 
officio), Justin Riordan (SUA Rep), Stephen Sweat (NSTF Rep), James Wilson, Peter Young, Susanna 
Wrangell (Staff), Eileen Zurbriggen (Chair).   
  
Absent: The Provost Rep., waiting on appointment, Michael McCawley (Associate Director of Admissions). 
 
Guests: Cher Bergeon (Academic Preceptor Designee), Margie Claxton (Associate Registrar), Richard Hughey 
(VPDUE), Barbara Love (Articulation Officer). 
 
Announcements: 
Chair Zurbriggen apprised the committee of the SEC meeting discussion on classroom time change. SEC had a 
consultation with EVC/CP Galloway on her five goals. She is optimistic about meeting the modest goals for 
increased out-of-state/international students.. She updated SEC on systemwide cuts, many other campuses have 
taken their cuts as one time, rather than permanent, cuts so they will be facing the need tomake cuts from 
permanent funds (UCSC is ahead of the game here because we made cuts to our permanent budget, to an extent 
that other campuses did not). EVC/CP Galloway reported that there is pressure on UCOP to take cuts there.  
SEC is concerned that some academic Student Affair units now report to Business Administrative Services 
(BAS) these include:  Residential Life co-curricular programming and Learning Support Services.  There was 
also a consultation with the VPDUE Hughey who wants  to create an Undergraduate Office of Research, 
working groups on graduation time to degree, and groups devoted to other undergraduate issues. The AIS 
Steering Committee will be forming and Chair Zurbriggen asked for a volunteer to a sit on this committee, 
members were asked to email her if you can serve. It is a relatively low time commitment as the committee 
meets once a quarter. 
 
I)  Approval of Draft Letters:  
CEP members approved the Music Department external review committee response letter with a minor change 
in wording. 
 
II) Course Approval Discussions  
BIOL100 / CHEM 103 
Biology has submitted a request to cross list course BIOL100 and CHEM 103, cancelling the chemistry course, 
and having Biology be the sponsor for Biochemistry. Last year due to an emergency situation, CEP gave 
temporary approval for these two courses to be combined. The departments reported that this unplanned 
experiment was a success, in the sense that the failure rate of both sets of students was no higher than in 
previous years (when the courses were taught separately). The departments also noted that the courses were 
virtually identical in content.  This request seems unproblematic, except that the two courses have different pre 
requisites. Possible problems with capacity were also discussed.  Past enrollment numbers for BIOL 100 were 
253, for CHEM 103 were 62 and for the combined course in spring quarter a total of 382 seats. 
Points for the response from CEP: 

• Number of spaces available would still exceed previous combined supply for the two separate courses 
• Different pre requisites are unusual, but may be justified.  The committee could envision a situation in 

which students could compensate for small gaps in background knowledge, but if these gaps were too 
great, then students would struggle.  In other words, biology students might have a strong grasp of the 
biology prerequisite material and a somewhat weaker grasp of the chemistry pre requisites, and vice 
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versa for chemistry students.  Students could focus extra attention on the area they didn't have the pre 
requisites for and still succeed.  The stable failure rate for the combined course provided evidence in 
favor of this justification 

• Members noted that it was unnecessary to specify CHEM 1B and 1C as separate pre-requisites, if 
CHEM 103 is also a prerequisite (CHEM 1B and 1C are prerequisites to CHEM 103) 

• Department will need to submit a new Course Approval Form with a single catalog description and 
syllabus 

• CEP did not approve restricting enrollment in CHEM 103 to Chemistry majors, but the department can 
submit justification for discussion at a future CEP meeting 

• Department should monitor student performance progress rates in the future 
• CEP approved combining BIOL 100 and CHEM 103 into a single cross listed course 

 
BIOE190/BIOL 190 
CEP members reviewed the documentation submitted by the Biology department for justification of removing 2 
credits from this capstone course, BIOE 190/BIOL190.  It is for Biology majors who have not satisfied the 
comprehensive senior requirement in some other way. Members were concerned about using a course with no 
required out-of-class activity to satisfy the capstone requirement, and does not approve removing the two 
credits. Since the DC is now part of all majors, the department may not need the course at all if one of the DC 
courses could fulfill the capstone requirement. 

 
III) Chemistry Department Proposal   
The Chemistry department submitted a change in their Organic Chemistry series due to upcoming retirements 
and budgetary restrictions.  Overall, the committee thought that the proposal was well thought out and that it 
had some benefits for both native and transfer students. CEP members had a few comments and concerns to 
address for the response: 

• Gives student flexibility, can take the two quarters and decide later if they need a third, and it can be 
either of the series, new CHEM 109 (old 108) or CHEM 110 (old 112C) , in the past this was not 
possible -- students had to decide at the beginning which sequence they wanted 

• There was concern for students who are currently in the middle of the series.  They should be notified as 
soon as possible of the change, and supported as fully as possible for success in the modified courses.  
CEP recommends that  the department consider adding additional TA sections, a teaching tool on line, 
or Modified Supplemental Instruction (MSI) courses offered through Learning Support Services. 

• Chemistry will allow articulation for CHEM 109 for transfer students, will these students be sufficiently 
prepared for the series? 

• Possible typo on page 16, it is currently a 3 unit course; we assume there is not a proposal to change to  
5 units. 

• In point (ii) possible typo CHEM 10 should be CHEM 110 
• The department must provide evidence of consultation from all stakeholders (emails are ok) 
• Complicated logistic issues with numbering in AIS, if the same course numbers are used (108A and 

108B).  Will they cancel the existing courses and then propose new ones with the same numbers?  
Associate Registrar Margie Claxton will work closely with the department on these issues. 

CEP Member Young will draft up the three responses to send to the PBSci departments. 
 
IV) Continuation of discussion of DQ Policies, Admissions Policies  
Chair Zurbriggen displayed draft slides for the CEP presentation at the November 9, 2011 Senate meeting. 
Committee members viewed the slides on admission policies for majors that students were disqualified late in 
their career, either junior or senior year.  The vision and goals for major preparation that will be presented by 
Chair Zurbriggen at the Senate meeting were viewed and discussed by members. An example map will be  
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displayed. CEP will ask departments to look at their current admission and disqualification policies and 
curriculum more broadly in preparation for WASC. 
 
V) Future Topic: Managing Enrollments 
CEP members are concerned with the use of disqualification policies as a tool to manage enrollment for majors. 
Now is the opportunity for all departments to start working on making changes. If departments continue with 
GPA or other requirements to be successful in the major, the result is fewer majors are available for the majority 
of students on campus.  CEP members feel the departments need help, especially if the committee asks 
departments to supply data justifying their enrollment policies. Perhaps on the website a “Tool Box for 
Departments” which included: 
Mapping tools 
Cognos tool (for running reports showing which foundational courses are most correlated with success in the 
major) 
CEP guidelines for major admission policies 
 
So Attests, 
Eileen Zurbriggen, Chair 
Committee on Educational Policy 
 


